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Abstract. We study the boundary behavior of 1-forms on a rank-one

symmetric space M satisfying the equations du = 0 = Su; the role of

boundary is played by a nilpotent (Iwasawa) group Not isometries of M. For

forms satisfying certain Hp integrability conditions, we obtain the existence

of boundary values in an appropriate sense, characterize these boundary

values by means of fractional and singular integral operators on the group

N~, and exhibit explicit isomorphisms between Hp spaces of forms on M and

the ordinary IP spaces of functions on the group N.

Let M be a Riemannian manifold and let 5 be the adjoint of the exterior

differential d on M. The equation du> = 0 = 5w can be considered as a

generalization of the classical Cauchy-Riemann equations. Their solutions

were studied by Stein and Weiss in the case M — R" X R+ with the euclidean

metric (conjugate systems of harmonic functions) [9], by Korányi and Vági in

the case when M is a euclidean ball in R" [7], and by Coifman and Weiss in

the case M = G X R+, G being a compact Lie group with the bi-invariant

metric [1].

In this paper we consider the case when M is a noncompact symmetric

space of rank one, define H^ spaces of 1-forms satisfying the above equations

and study their boundary behavior. The role of boundary is played by a

nilpotent group N of isometries of M, which is the Cartan-conjugate of A'' in a

fixed Iwasawa decomposition G = KAN of the connected group of isometries

of M [5].

A right action of the solvable group S = A W induces a decomposition of

the tangent bundle of M along the A and 77-directions ("vertical" and

"horizontal" directions, by analogy with the upper half plane). It is shown that

if a form w is in certain H^ classes, its components along these directions have

boundary values and that, moreover, the boundary values of the horizontal

components can be obtained from the boundary values of the vertical
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component by means of fractional and singular integral operators on the

group N (the Riesz transforms). The kernels of these operators, introduced in

§2, arise as left-invariant derivatives of a fundamental solution of a second-

order hypoelliptic operator on the group N. We are then able to recover a form

w in H^ from the boundary value of its vertical component, and to establish

in this manner canonical isomorphisms between the H^ spaces of forms and

the ordinary Lp spaces on the group N.

1. A class of vector fields on M. The symmetric space M can be expressed

as a homogeneous space M = G/K where G is a semisimple group of

isometries of M and K is a maximal compact subgroup of G. Let Q, f denote

the Lie algebras of G and K, B the Killing form of g, and p the orthogonal

complement of f in g relative to B. If it: G -* G/K denotes the canonical

projection, its differential at the identity, m^, identifies the subspace p of g with

T0(M), the tangent space of M at the origin o = tr(e), and the invariant metric

g on M can be chosen so that g0 corresponds to the restriction of B to p x p

under the above identification.

Let a be a maximal abelian subspace of p, A Q a* the corresponding system

of (restricted) roots, and for each a £ A let ga denote the corresponding root

space. Let A+ denote the system of positive roots relative to the choice of a

fixed lexicographic ordering in a*; if a E A+, we write ga = g_a. Then

n = 2a£A+ 9a> ñ = 2aeA+ 8a are nilpotent subalgebras of g, and if A, N, N,

are the connected subgroups of G with Lie algebras a, n, ñ, one has the

Iwasawa decompositions G = KAN and G = ÏÏAK.

Now, 5 = ÑA is a solvable subgroup of G and the above decomposition

shows that every/? £ M can be uniquely written asp = s - o (s E S). We can

therefore define a right action t of S on M by letting

t(s)(s' ■ o) = s's- o       (s,s' E S).

For each X £ I = H + û define a vector field X on M by letting

(1) Xm.0 = T*(Ad(a-x)X)na.0       (nEÏÏ,aE A).

Now let A' be any nonzero element of I; for each fixed a E A, the vector field

Tt(Ad(a~x)X) never vanishes on M, because Ad(a"') is an automorphism of

I and t is a free action; therefore, the same is true of the vector field X. It then

follows that X -» X maps a basis of § into a global frame of vector fields on M.

We shall now compute the Lie brackets and the inner products between

vector fields induced in the above manner. Fix a £ A ; the mapping 3>a : n

-» na • o is a diffeomorphism from N onto the submanifold Na- o Ç M, and

if X E ñ, then Xna.0 = (^a^X))^. Therefore the vector fields X, (X E ñ) are

tangent to the submanifolds Na • o, and the map X -» X is a Lie algebra
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homomorphism from ñ into the Lie algebra of all smooth vector fields on M.

On the other hand, if n0 E N, a0 E A, the diffeomorphisms of S given by

na -» nn0a and na -» na0a commute with each other; it follows that if H E a,

then [H, X] = 0 for every X El.

Now, let X Eè; the induced vector field X can be expressed as Xna.0

= (na\(irjfe(Ad(a~x)X)), and from the invariance of the Riemannian metric

g, it follows that

(2)    gna.0(X, Y) = g0(^e(Ad(a-x)X), %e(Ad(a~x)Y))       (X, Y E 3).

Let 9 denote the Cartan involution associated to the decomposition g = f + to

and let (•, • ) denote the inner product - B(-, 9 • ) on g. Then

g0(%e(Zx),^e(Z2)) = B(\(ZX - 9ZX),\(Z2 - 9Z2))
(3)

= \(ZX,Z2)-\(ZX,9Z2).

Now using (2) and (3), together with the fact that the subalgebras a, n, and

ñ = 9n are mutually orthogonal relative to the inner product (•, •). one gets

the following expression for the inner product of two arbitrary vector fields

induced from I:

(4) Snœouflx + XX)\(H2 + X2)~) - (HX,H2) + i(Ad(<r,)*I, Ad(a~x)X2),

where Hx, H2 E a, XX,X2 E ñ.

In particular, if A' is a root vector corresponding to the root -a (a E A+)

and H is in a, then the induced vector fields H and X are orthogonal, H has

constant length equal to (H, H) ' , and the length of X is given by

(5) g„aJX,X) = ¡e2a^\x,X).

In §3 it will be useful to have at our disposal a formula for the codifferential

(or "divergence") 5<o of a 1-form w in terms of the vector fields introduced

above. First of all, if i[, ..., Yn is an orthonormal frame defined on an open

subset of a Riemannian manifold (V, g), and w is a 1-form on V, then

5co = 2,- (YMV - ¡(YMV), where >(><) - 2jg([Y¡tYjlY¡); this expres-
sion is easily derived from any of the standard definitions of the operator 5.

Now choose a basis {H¡,XaJ) of the Lie algebra 5, such that H¡ E a, Xaj

E ga, and orthonormal with respect to the inner product (•, •) = —B(-,9 •).

Letting ea be the function on M whose value at the point na • o (n E W,a

E A) is «?a(losa), from definition (1) it follows that Ñ, = r^H/) and Xaj

= eaT^(Xaj). Therefore (5) implies that {t+ (H¡), yßr^X^j)) is an orthonor-

mal frame on M. Since t+ is a Lie algebra homomorphism, the relations

[H¡,Xaj] = -a(H¡)Xaj, [Xaj,Xßk] E Qa+ß imply that, relative to this ortho-
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normal frame, t(T^(XaJ)) = 0 for all a,j, and t(T^(H¡)) = -2aeA+waa(i/,.) =

— 2p(Hj) (where as usual we put ma = dim ga, p = jSaeA maa)- Hence

s« = 2 tJ/^MtJä;.)) + 222 Tj^.Mrj^.)) + 2 2 p(^)w(^).
/ a  J i

Now 2,p( #,)#,• = iip, the vector dual to p; since T+(XaJ) = e~aXaJ and the

vector field .Y • annihilates the function e~a, one obtains

(6) Sco = 2 #X4) + 2co(i7p) + 2   2   2 e-2a^aJco(^aJ).
i oeA+ y

Now assume that the rank of M is one. One can then choose a positive root

a such that either A+ = {a} or A+ = (a, 2a}. Let H0 £ a be the vector such

that a(H0) = 1; then

(i/0, i/0) = 5(i/0, i/0) = trace(ad i/0)2= 2(ma + 4m2a).

Now set n = (16(ma + 4m2a))~1 and m = ma + 2m2a; then the vector

(8tj)1/2//0 has unit length, and since (Hp, H0) = p(H0) = ^(ma + 2m2a) =

w/2, one obtains i/p = 4rjrni/0. Let {A1,}^! and {y,-}^ be orthonormal

bases of ga and g2a, respectively; then (6) now implies

5w = 8i7i/0co(i/0) + 8tjww(//0) + 2e"2a 2 £,«$)

+2e-~4a 2 £<ott).
i

For notational convenience we replace the vector field Ñ0 (which has

constant length) by the vector field W = e2aH0, which grows on the order of

the vector fields induced by the elements of g2a. Since i/0(e~2a) = -2e-2a

and i/0co(i/0) = e~4a Wu(W) - 2e~2au(W), we obtain from (7):

Lemma 1. In the notation above,

e2a8u = e-2aWu(W) + (m - 2)u(W) + f- 2 %<»(%)

+4ie-2azfAV-

2. Riesz transforms on N. This section is concerned with some analysis on

the nilpotent group N. In particular, we will construct some integral operators

on this group which will play a central role in the characterization of the

boundary values of harmonic forms on the space M.

From now on we assume that the rank of M is one; thus, ñ = ga © g^. Let

{X¡}, 1 < / < ma, be an orthonormal basis of ga, and define
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(8) L - 2 X?;i

then L is a differential operator on N which is independent of the choice of

orthonormal basis of ga. Note that L is not elliptic, unless g2a = (0) (in this

case, which occurs when M is a real hyperbolic space, N is isomorphic to R"

and L becomes the standard Laplacian); however, since any basis of ga

constitutes a system of generators for the Lie algebra ñ, a result of Hörman-

der [4] implies that L is always hypoelliptic. Our first objective will be to

obtain an explicit fundamental solution for this operator.

For X E Q,set\X\ = (X,X)' . The following lemma holds without re-

striction on the rank of M.

Lemma 2. Let a be a restricted root, X E ga, and Y E g2a. Then \[Y,9X]\

= \/2 |a| |A"| \Y\. If{X¡), 1 < /' < ma, is an orthonormal basis o/ga, then

2 IM]|2 = 2m2>|2|*|2.
i=l

Proof. We have

\[Y,9xf = -B([Y,9X],[0Y,X]) = B([[Y,9X],X],9Y).

Since [ga,g2J = (0), \[Y,0X],X] = -[Y,[X,9X]l by Jacobi's identity. Now

[X, 9X] = - B(X, 9X)Ha = \X\2Ha and [Y, Ha] = 2a(Ha)Y = 2\a\2Y.
Therefore

\[Y,9X]\2 = -2\a\2\X\2B(Y,9Y) = 2|a|2|Af |7|2,

proving the first identity.

Now let {A^}, 1 < / < ma, be as above, and choose an orthonormal basis

{Yj}, 1 < j < m2a, of g2a. Then

\[X,xf = 2 (YjAX^])2 = 2 dYj,0X],xf;
7=1 7=1

adding over / = I, ...,ma, one gets

ma .        mia ,

2 |[^,a;.]|2= 2 \[Yj,9x]\2.
1=1 7=1

But the first part of the lemma shows that every term in the last sum is equal
i   i21      2

to 2|a| I A" | , finishing the proof.

Any element n E N can be written uniquely asn = exp^ + Y), with

X G ga, Y E g2a. A function F on Ñ will be called biradial if there is a

function f(u,v) of two real variables such that
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F(exp(X+Y))=f(\X\2,\Y\2).

Lemma 3. Let F be a smooth biradial function on N, F(exp(X + Y))

= f(\X\2, \Y\2) =f(u, v); let X' E ga, Y' E g2a and let L be the operator

defined by (8). Then, for n = exp(.Y + Y),

0)

GO

(hi)

(X'F)(n) = 2(X',X)df/du + ([X,X'l Y)df/dv,

(Y'F)(n) = 2(Y',Y)df/dv,

(LF)(n) = 4|A-|232//3t/2 + 2|a|2|Af |y-|232//V

+2ma3//3M + m2a|a|2|A'|23//3I/.

Proof. For t E R, one has

exp(A- + y)exp tX' = exp(À" + tX' + Y + \t[X,X'\).

F(n exp tX') = f(\X + tXf,\Y + \t[X, X'f),2   IVX lifV   Vll21

Therefore

and

^F(n exp tX') = 2((X,X') + t\X'\2)^ + ((Y,[X,X')) + \t\[X,X'f)fv

Therefore

(X'F)(n) = %F(n exp tX')

showing (i); also

l=0 = 2(X''X)^ + ([X^Y)t

(X'2F)(n) = ^F(nexptX')
i=0

(9)
¿r 2?24

¿ + (Y,[X,X'})2?
OU öv

r/|2, v,v2,

= 4(X,X')2H + (Y,[X,X'])2^{ + 4(X, X')(Y, [X, X'])
dudv

+2\Xf(df/du) + í\[X,X')\¿(¥/^).

Now, if [X¡), 1 < / < ma, is an orthonormal basis of ga, one has 2/ (X,X¡)

= \X\2, 2, \X,\2 = ma, 2,- (A-^XyjA-,*;.]) = (Y,[X,X]) = 0; also, Lem-
ma 2 implies
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2 (YAX^])2 = 2 ([Y,9X],xf = \[Y,9xf
i i

= 2|a|2|Af |lf

and

2 \[X,xf = 2m2>|2|Af.
i

Letting X' = X¡ in (9), it now follows that (LF)(n) = 2, (X2F)(n) is given

by (iii). Since (ii) is clear, this proves the lemma.

For each e > 0, define a function \\n\l, on Ñ by \\n\i\ = r¡(\X\2 + e2)2

+ \Y\ , where n = exp(X + Y), X E ga, Y E g2a, and r/ denotes the con-

stant \a\ /8 = (16(m„ + 4m2a))~ . One verifies that under the "dilations" of

Ñ induced by the group A,

(10) \\ana-xl = e'^0^ \\n\l,   e' = ea(-x°*a)e,       a E A.

In particular, ||n||0 = i\\X\   +\Y\  is a "gauge" on Ñ, in the sense of Korányi

and Vági [6], which satisfies the homogeneity condition

(11) \\ana-x\\0 = e-4^°^\\n\]0,       a E A.

From now on we shall assume that m = ma + 2m2a > 2; this excludes the

cases when M is the real hyperbolic space of dimension 2 or 3. Now, set

£ = \(ma + 2m2a — 2) = \(m — 2); since dim N = ma + m2a, the function

\\n\\l is integrable on AT for every e > 0; one can then introduce a constant

ßbyß~x =-4k r}mafN\\n\\;k-Xdn.

Theorem 1. The function G(n) = ß\\n\^ is a fundamental solution for the

operator L.

Proof. A straightforward application of Lemma 3 to the biradial function

||/?||~  shows that

(12) Lffl-r*) - -4kVmae2\\n\\:k-K

In particular, LG(n) = 0 for all n ¥= e.

We claim now that L(/?||/i|[~ ) is an approximate identity as e -» 0. In fact,

by (12) one has

¡wL(ß\\n\t)dn = [¿Mf*-1*] ~7-VMT*~l*

But, via the change of variables n -* d~xna, with a = exp £¿70, a(//0) = 1,

formula (10) shows that
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fN e2 II4"*"1 an = jN \\nlk~X dn       (e > 0).

Therefore L(/3||«||~ ) is a positive ¿'-function on N~ with L'-norm one.

Moreover, the same change of variables shows that for any 5 > 0,

= ^km^L>s/Jn^k~ldn'

so that lim£_0 fM>s L(\\n\\;k) dn = 0.
Now, if / is a continuous function on TV with compact support, and g is

smooth, then D(f * g) = / * Dg for any left-invariant differential operator D

on Ñ, where the convolution is given by f*g(n) = fjjf(nx)g(n~ ,n)dnx.

Hence

LU* G) = lim L(f*ß\\nlk) = lim/* L(ß\\n\\;k) =/.

This finishes the proof of the theorem.

Remark. In the case when N is the Heisenberg group (M = complex

hyperbolic space) this fundamental solution was obtained by Folland [2].

Definition. For Z £ n, the Z-Riesz kernel is the function rz(n) = ZG(n),

n ¥= e.

A straightforward application of Lemma 3 gives the following expressions

of the above kernels:

rz(n) = -/^llnllö*-1^!*!2(Z,*) + ([X,Z], Y)]   for Z E ga, and

rz(n) = -2kß\\n%k~X(Y,Z)   for Z E g^.

Under the adjoint action of A on Ñ, these kernels satisfy the homogeneity

properties

rz(aTxna) = e^m-x)a{x°èa)rz(n)     for Z E ga, and

rz(a~xna) = e-ma(loga)rz(«)    for   Z £ g2a;

in the latter case, one also has rz(n~x) = —rz(n). Thus, the functions rz can be

considered as fractional integral kernels (for Z E ga) and singular integral

kernels (for Z E g2„), and a standard argument gives

Theorem 2. The convolution operators defined by Rzf = /' * rz are:

(a) bounded operators from LP(N~) into Lp(N),for 1 < p < oo and Z E Q2a,

(b) bounded operators from LP(N) into Lq(N), for 1 </? < m, l/q = l/p

— l/m, and Z E Qa.
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For more general results on fractional and singular integral operators on

nilpotent groups see Stein [8] and Korányi and Vági [6].

We also note that these Riesz transforms satisfy the formal properties

X*RY-Y°RX = R[XJ]       (X, Y E ÏÏ),

^   ' 2 A, ° Rx = identity ({X¡} orthonormal basis of ga).

We finish this section with a technical result that will be needed later.

Lemma 4. If Fx, F2 are biradial functions on Ñ, then Fx* F2 = F2* Fx.

Proof. With n = exp(X + Y), nx = exp(A, + Yx) and ^(exp^ + Y))

= fi(\X\2,\Y\2),onehas

Fx*F2(nx)=fNFx(n)F2(n-xnx)dn

= f fx(\X\2,\Y\2)f2(\Xx - X\2,\YX - Y - x2[X,Xx]\2)dXdY.

Under the orthogonal change of variables X -» X' = 2((X,XX)/\XX \2)XX - X,

one has, |A, - X'\ = \XX - X\ and [X,XX] = ~[X',XX]. Thus,

Fx*F2(nx)=jfx(\X\2,\Y\2)f2(\Xx-X\2,\Yx-Y + \[X,Xxf)dXdY

= JN Fx(n)F2(nn-x)dn = F2 * Fx(nx),

proving the lemma.

3. Boundary values of harmonic forms. We regard the nilpotent group N as

a boundary for the symmetric space M, as, for example, in [5]. A function $

on M is said to be uniformly in Lp if there exists a constant K such that

¡Ñ\<b(na ■ o)\p dn < K for all a E A. If the family of functions (J>a, a E A)

on N given by $„(/?) = <b(na ■ o) converges to a function <p on N as a -> oo

(in Lp, uniformly, etc.), one simply says that $ converges to <p or that <p is the

boundary value o/O. The following facts are well known: Let 1 < p < oo and

let 4> be a harmonic function on M which is uniformly in Lp. Then <ï> has a

boundary value <p G LP(N) to which it converges in Lp and almost

everywhere. The Poisson kernel is the function P on N X A defined by

P(n,a) = Pa(n) = exp{-2p(H(a~xna) - log a))

where for each g E G, H(g) is the unique element in a such that g

= k exp H(g)n (k E K,n E N). If <p G LP(N) one defines the Poisson inte-

gral of (p as the function $ on M given by
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*(«a -o) = <p* Pa(n) = fR<p(nx)Pa(n-ln) dnx;

then $ is harmonic on M, it is uniformly in Lp, and its boundary value is the

original function q>.

We shall now define Hp spaces of differential 1-forms. The need for

different integrability conditions for different components will be apparent in

Theorems 3 and 4.

Definition. For 1 < p < m (m = ma + 2m2a), let q be given by \/q

= \/p - \/m, and let Hp be the space of all 1-forms on M such that

(i) du = 0 = 5w.

(ii) The functions u(X) (X E Qa), are uniformly in Lq.

(iii) The functions u(W), u(Y) (Y E g2a) and 2,Â;<o(Â;.) ({A,} orthonor-

mal basis of ga) are uniformly in Lp.

Remark. It should be pointed out that the components u(W) and u(X) are

not harmonic (except when X belongs to the center of H, a fact that is used

below). Although replacing these vector fields by the infinitesimal isometries

induced by ñ would give harmonic components, such vector fields are

inappropriate in the present context.

Our next objective is to associate a form uy£Hi to each function

/ G LP(W). For this we will need a kernel Q on M defined by

Q(na ■ o) = Ö» = cW(Pa * G(n)) = cW jNPa(g)G(g-xn)dg

where G is the fundamental solution for the operator L introduced in §2, and

c is a constant to be specified later.

Under conjugation by A, the kernel Q satisfies the homogeneity property

(14) Garría) = e'^0^ Qa.a(n)-

In fact, for the Poisson kernel one has Pá(a~xna) = e~ma(Xo&l)P¿a(n) and

therefore, WPJa~xna) = e~{m+2) WPa,a(n); on the other hand, G(a~xna)

= <r(m"2)a(l0S^G(/2) so that (14) follows by the definition of Q as the

convolution of WPa with G.

Lemma 5. For an appropriate choice of the constant c, the kernel Qa is an

approximate identity on N, that is:

(i) Qa(n) > 0 and Qa E L\Ñ),
(ii)fvQa(n)dn= I for all a G A,

(iii) lim,^ J^(£) Qai(n)dn = 1 for all e > 0, where a, = exp tH0 and N(e)

= {nEÑ: Hull < e).

Proof. The proof of the integrability of Qa is more involved than one

would perhaps expect.
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First of all, since Pa¡ * G(n) is a monotone function of t, the kernel

WPai * G(n) = WPa¡ * G(n) = e2'(d/dt)Pai * G(n) has constant sign; therefore,

by Fubini's Theorem, the integrability of Qa will follow from the existence of

the iterated integral

(15) /_ j   (WPa * G)(exp(X + Y))dXdY

(in this proof we systematically use X, X' and Y, Y' to denote elements of

ga and g2a respectively). Secondly, because of the homogeneity property (14)

it is enough to consider the case a = e = identity.

Now, if n = exp(X + Y) and «' = exp (A" + Y'), then

n'~xn = exp(X - X' + Y - Y' + \[X,X'\),

where X - X' E ga and Y - Y' + \{X, X'] E g2a. We then have

WPe*G(\X\,\Y\)

(16) ,   .
= /_ ̂ (|A"|,|r|)G(|A'-A''|,|y- T+ \[XtX']\)dXdY

where we write F(\X\,\Y\) = F(exp(X + Y)) whenever F is a biradial

function of N. Integrating over g2a, and since the integrand in (16) has

constant sign as a function of Y, we can exchange the order of the integrations

over g2a and ñ and get

(17)

f   WPe*G(\X\,\Y\)dY
JQ2a

= ^^(|A"|,|y|)(^   G(\X-X'\,\Y- Y' + x2\X,Xl\\)dY\dX'dY'

= f_WPe(\X'\,\Y'\)^G(\X - X'\,\Y\)dY^dX'dY'

because of invariance under translations. Since

G(\X - X% \Y\) = ß(n\X - A-f + \y\2Tk,

the change of variable Y -» r¡x/2\X - X'\2 Y shows that

(   G(\X - X'\,\Y\)dY = ßr)X/2m*>-4k\X - X'\2mïa~Ak f   (1 + \Y\2)~kdY.
•'S?/. •'ai.'52a •'82a

Since under the assumption ma + 2m2a > 2 one has

22k = \(ma + 2m2a - 2) > m2a = dim g2a,
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the last integral exists, and we conclude that

f    WP2*G(\X\,\Y\)dY
Ja.-,.

= Cxj_ WPe(\X'\,\Y'\)\X - X'\2m^4kdX'dY'

where Cx is a constant. Now, let 2 = [X E Qa: \X\ = 1} and introduce polar

coordinates in ga: X' = p£, 0 < p, £ G 2; since 2m2a - 4k = -ma + 2 the

last integral becomes

(19) /o°° /(p)[/2 |A - pi\-m°+2d^pm°-xdp

where I(p) = J*5   WPe(p,\Y\)dY. Now, consider the function

X^ ^\p-XX-Z\-m°+2dt;

it is continuous on ga, smooth and harmonic for |A"| ^ p (with respect to the

Laplacian associated with the inner product (•, •)), invariant under the

corresponding rotation group, equal to o = measure of 2 for X = 0, and not

identically constant. One can therefore see that

fl-lv     >.--.+2 ,, _ [° for|A|<p,

j2|p    X      £| dS - {opma-2]xr.+2 forW>pj

which implies that (19) can be rewritten as

(20) a|ATm"+7oW I(p)pm°-Xdp + oQ I(p)pdp.

In order to evaluate I(p) we make use of the formula [3, p. 65]

Pai(\X\,\Y\) = e-ml[(e-2' + c|Af)2 + 4c\Y\2]-m/2

where c = (4(ma + 4m2a))~ , m = ma + 2m2a, which yields

/(p)=/_   WPe(p,\Y\)dY

= -m{_   [(l+cp2)2 + 4c|y|2rm/2-'
•/82a

X [(1 + cp2)2 + 4c|y|2 - 2(1 + cp2)]dY.

After the change of variable Y -> (1 + cp2)Y, this becomes
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I(p) = const • [26(1 + cp2)-{m°+m2a+x) - (1 + cp2)'{m"+m2a)]

where

b = [" f (i +4c|y|2rm/2+1i/yl ' f (i + 4c|y|2rm/2i/y.
L •/82a J        •'82«

Evaluating these two integrals gives b = m~x(ma + m2a). Now, substituting

this expression for I(p) into (20), one checks by differentiation that (20) equals

C(l + c\X\2)~{m"+m2°~x), where the constant C is given by C = a(ma - 2)

• [2cm(ma + m2a — 1)]~ . Therefore,

(21) f    WPe * G(\X\,\Y\)dY = const • (1 + c\X\2)~(ma+m2a~X).
•'82a

Since 2(ma + m2a — I) > ma = dim ga, the above expression is integrable

over ga; we have therefore shown that (15) exists, so that WPa * G is

integrable. Now choose c so that Qe — cWPe * G has integral equal to one;

then Qe > 0 and by the homogeneity property (14) one has

(22) Qa(n) = ema^Qe(a-xna)

so that Qa > 0 for all a E A. This finishes the proof of (i).

Integrating (22) and recalling that the Jacobian of the change of variable
n -» ana~x is e-ma{Xo&t), one gets

¡nQa(n)dn = e™^ jNQe(a-xnd)dn = SNQe(n)dn = 1,

proving (ii). On the other hand, letting a = a, in (22) and integrating over N~(e)

one gets

L Q^dn = «%.) Qe(^nat)dn = ¿,^ Qe(n)dn.

Since Ha,""1 «a,|| = <?4'||w||, it follows that a;xÑ(e)at = Ñ(e4'e). Therefore, as

t -* +00, the last integral converges to J^ Qe(n)dn = 1. This shows (iii) and

finishes the proof of the lemma.

Remark. Although the kernel Qa is not an elementary function in general,

formula (21) gives its integral over g2a. In particular, when g2a = (0) (case of

real hyperbolic space) one gets the explicit expression

Qai(X) - Ceim°-2)t/(e2t + |Aff"_1.

Now, for each function / on TV for which the following convolutions make

sense, define a 1-form ay on M by
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<»f(W)na.0=f*Qa(n),

(23)
"f(X)na.0=f*Pa*rx(n)       (A" En").

As before, all convolutions are taken on the group Ñ. Note that, if / is

sufficiently nice, then f * P * G exists and ay is just the exterior derivative of

this function; but this convolution is not in general defined for/ G LP(Ñ) and

p in the full range 1 < p < m.

Theorem 3. Let 1 < p < m and let f E LP(N). Then

(i) ay is well defined and belongs to Hp,

(ii) o¡j(W) converges in LP and a.e. to f,

(iii) for each X E Qa (resp. X E Q2a), ay (Â) converges in Lq (resp. Lf) anda.e.

to the Riesz transform Rxf = f * rx.

Proof. For/ G LP(N), the convolutions/* P and/* Q are smooth func-

tions on M which are uniformly in LP(W). Since the Riesz transforms are

defined in LP(N), it follows that ay is a well-defined differential form on M.

Now notice that if f\n) and F(na • o) — Fa(n) are functions on Ñ and M,

respectively, then derivatives of the convolution / * Fa with respect to the

vector fields X satisfy X(f * Fa) = /* XFa. Therefore, for X, Y E ñ one has

Xaj? ) - fujiX) =f*P*(XrY-Yrx)=f*P* r[XY] = Uf([X, ?]).

Also, since X and W commute, Xuf(W) - Wuf(X) = 0 = tof([XW]). Since

the vector fields X, W (X G H) span the tangent space to M at every point, it

follows that ay is closed. In order to show that it is coclosed, we may assume

that / is, say, continuous of compact support, the result for a general

/ G LP(N) following by a standard approximation argument. Then 5oy

= 8d(f* P * G) = A(/* P * G), where A is the Laplace-Beltrami operator

on M; since P and G are both biradial, the function/ * P*G=f*G*P is

harmonic, and so is annihilated by A.

The Poisson integral of /is uniformly in LP(W) and it converges in Lp to its

boundary value/. Since convolution against the Riesz kernels rx (X E qa) is

a bounded operator from LP(N) into Lq(W), one concludes that the function

oy(Â*) (which, we recall, is not always harmonic) is uniformly in Lq(N) and

that it converges to Rxf = / * rx in L9-norm. The same argument applies to

the components a^ ) when X E g2a, giving a bounded operator from Lp into

Lp. If Xx,...,Xn is an orthonormal basis of ga, 2 X¡rx is the Dirac-

distribution on Ñ; therefore 2,^w(^) = 2/* X¡(P * rx)'=f* P and so

this function is also uniformly in Lp(N). Finally, Q being an approximate

identity, the component o¡j(W) — f * Q is clearly uniformly in LP(Ñ) and it

converges in L^-norm to/. Q.E.D.
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In the next theorem we show that the mapping/-» ay from LP(Ñ) into H^

is actually an isomorphism onto. Together with Theorem 3 this implies that

every form co in H'' has boundary values in the appropriate sense, and that the

boundary values of the components of co along the vector fields X (X E ñ) are

precisely the Riesz transforms of the boundary value of the component of co

along the vector field W.

Theorem 4. Let co £ Hp. Then there exists a unique f £ LP(W) such that

CO  = CO/.

Proof. Let Xx, ...,Xm be an orthonormal basis of ga, L — 2 X2, and let

y be in the center of n. For any closed form £ on M, a straightforward

computation using Lemma 1 shows that A(2, A^A5/)) = L8£ and A£(f)

= f8£. Therefore co £ H'' implies that the functions 2 X¡u(X¡) and u(Y) are

harmonic; they can then be written as Poisson integrals 2,- X¡u(Xj) = f*P

and co(y) — <p * P, with/, <p £ LP(N). Let coybe the form associated to/by

equation (23); then ay(f ) = f* P * rY = 2 X¡u(X¡) * YG, and since Y is in

the center of H, this last expression is equal to  y(2,Â^co(Â))) * G. But

y(2 X¡u(X¡)) = £co(f ), so we can write

(24) uf(f) = Lco(f) * G = L(<p * P) * G = <p * L"P * G.

Now the functions G, P and LP are biradial and since  G is a fundamental

solution for the operator L, one has

LP * G = G * LP = L(G * P) = L(P * G) = P.

Substituting in (24) we get cof(Y) = cp * P = «(f).

Now set co' = co - co,; then co' E Hp and if Y is in the center of n, we have

shown above that co'(y) = 0; let X be an arbitrary element of ñ; then

fu'(X) = Xo'(?) + co'([f,A"]) - 0.

Consequently, the functions co'(A^) are constant on the orbits of the center of

F under the action r, on the other hand, co' E Hp implies that co'(A^) is in Lp

of the orbits of t(7V), so that these functions cannot be constant on the

submanifolds T(exp g2a) unless they are identically zero. We then conclude

that co'ÎÂ') = 0 for all X £ ft, and exactly the same argument shows that

u'(W) = 0. Thus co' ■ 0, proving that co = coy, as claimed.

Theorems 3 and 4 can be summarized by

Corollary. Let co E H^; then tc(W), a>(X), co(f) have boundary values in

Lp, Lq, and Lp respectively, and iff = boundary value ofu{W), then co = Uj.

Remark. As observed before, the results of §§2-3 hold under the assump-

tion m = ma + 2m2a > 3. In the two remaining cases m = 1 (usual upper-
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half plane) and m = 2 (three-dimensional real hyperbolic space), appropriate

modifications in the definitions of the Riesz transforms and in the length of

the vector field W, yield similar results. In particular, for m = 1, one gets the

classical relation between conjugate harmonic functions in the upper-half

plane and the Hilbert transform on the line.
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